Zygmunt Pachulski

ON THE RADIUS OF CONVEXITY FOR CERTAIN FAMILY OF FUNCTIONS MEROMORPHIC IN UNIT DISC
Let 9p denote the family of functions of the form p(z) = 1 + p^z + ... holomorphic in the disc K = (z: [ z| <l} and for evtery z e K satisfying the condition re p(z) > 0. Let the symbol f (m) denote the subclass of m-symetric functions of the family , where m > 1 is a fixed natural number.
Denote by X the family of functions P meromorphic and univalent in the disc K and which in the neighbourhood z=0 have the expansion of the form 1 2 w -F(z) = -+ aQ + a^z + a2z + ...
In the family £ we distinguish two following subclauses; subclass S* of the fur.3tions w = P(z) mapping the disc K onto regi'.oni whose complements to the plane are starlike regior.r i.: relation to tne point w = 0, and subclass of the functions w = P(z), such that, for an arbitrary fixed o0 < oC < 1, c.nd for every z « X, the condition is satisfied
_ flit fellows that P € £a if ana only if there is a function p € ¥ such that for every z € K, the condiv ?ns -zP'(z)/P(z) = (1-cc)p(z) + oc (seeM,p.518) is satisfied.
£
Finally let Z^CP) denote the class of functions FeZ for which the condition is satisfied, where p e and 0< <* < 1, 0 < |i< 1 are arbitrary fixed real numbers.
2.
Denote
The number r c [S*((J)J = inf {r(F) : Fe 2*(|J)} will be called the radius of convexity of the family It is easy to show that the family EwdJ) is compact', hence the radius of convexity of the family is equal to the greatest value of r, 0 < r ^ 1 for which for every FeZ^ifS) and z, where ( z|<r.
Thus the radius of convexity r c [E*(|3)]is equal to the smallest root r0, 0 < rQ < 1, of the equation co(r) = 0, where
From condition (1.2) it follows that for every F e Sj(p) there exists a function p ef such that, for every z £ K, the equality is satisfied
Od the radius of convexity From the last two equalities (see[3j ) we ofctgu
where is ' fctLe family of functions of the form
Making use of Lemma 1 and 2 (see L1], p.70) and assuming h = y^Trt from (2.2) we obtain where z = re 1 "^ , 0 < r < 1, 0 4 (f 4 2jt,
Assuming p*(re^) + h = se^, in t = 0 and taking into account the inequality re (e~r t y)>--1 and the equality 
